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we have

G0  c 4 / ( 8 R0 ) and the energy-scale dependent

G ( E )  c 4 / ( 8 R(E) ) , thus EGRV (with its value at rest
R0  1/ G ) is a notion/concept similar to the scalar field

 ( = 1/ G )

of BDT: the main difference (between EGRV and

 ) is that EGRV is stated (and predicted) to mainly (and hugely!)
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to vary with the length scale and just secondarily (and just
minorly!) with the place and time. Maybe this connection between
BDT and my article can help future researchers on BDT which may
implement notions from my article in the Lagrangian of BDT and
implement my logarithmic function (in which the fine-structure
constant (FSC)

 (  1/ log 2 ( R0 ) )

is extracted by using the

Lambert W function to ”shoot” both electromagnetism and
gravitation at once and create a link/”synapse” between BDT (or
GR) and quantum field theory (QFT) or quantum electrodynamics
(QED).
Abstract
**
(with some highlighted abbreviations further
How can virtual particle-antiparticle pairs (VPAPs) may
used in this paper)
offer an explanation on the exponential/logarithmic relation
between the fine structure constant (FSC) and the gravitational
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is exponentially
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article continues (from alternative angles of view) the work of other


past articles/preprints of the same author in physics [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, hypothetical gravitons): the movement of the photons is highly
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the charged virtual particle-antiparticle pairs (cVPAPs) which are
***
generally heavier than neutral VPAPs (nVPAPs) (composed

(

(

I. The main section of this paper

The connection between my article and Brans-Dicke theory
of gravity. Although I’ve not mentioned it in my article[1], note
that my paper can be also regarded as a “patch”/”add-on” of the
Brans–Dicke theory (BDT) of gravitation, a competitor of
Einstein's theory of general relativity (GR) in which the
gravitational interaction is mediated by BOTH a big G-related
scalar field AND the tensor field of GR: more specifically, the
gravitational constant G is not presumed to be constant in BDT, but
instead 1/ G is replaced by a scalar field  (which means that

 = 1/ G

, with variable G, thus variable

 ) which 

can vary

from place to place and with time. Note (from my article [1]) that
my “electrogravitational resistivity of vacuum” scalar (EGRV)
has
its
value
at
rest
(at
macrocosmic
scales)

R0   −1  = c 4 / ( 8 G )  1043 N  (  1/ G )

(close

to

( ))

)

mainly from neutrino-antineutrino virtual pairs): given their much
higher rest masses, these cVPAPs thus have a volumic
concentration which grows progressively (and probably
exponentially!) at smaller and smaller scales (close to Planck
scales) so that EGRV decreases with the length-scale by this
facilitation process of photonic movement (as described in my
article). At progressively larger scales, the volumic concentration of
cVPAPs abruptly drops to almost zero (because of their very short
average lifetime, which is inversely-proportional to their higher rest
masses) AND SO nVPAPs largely predominate at those larger
microscopic and macroscopic [including macrocosmic] scales) and
THAT IS WHY EGRV (which is proportional to the volumic
concentration of nVPAPs that partially “screen” both photonic and
gravitational waves) abruptly (and probably exponentially!) grows
with the length scales. In other words nVPAPs act as “insulators”
which increase EGRV with the length-scale (at which they
predominate) and that’s how my article explains the decrease of

(

)

 ( E )  1/ log 2  R ( E )  (and G ( E )  1/ R(E) ) with a
Planck force and interpreted as the inner tension of the spacetime
fabric, which makes it a quite rigid “stuff” at Planck scales), thus progressively large length-scale (at which R(E) progressively
increases). An equation/formula which predicts the variable
values of the ratio of the volumic concentrations of cVPAPs
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An important remark on my zero-energy hypothesis (ZEH)
and the past prediction of a macrocosmic Casimir effect created
by black holes (BHs). In the past, I’ve also analyzed my zeroenergy hypothesis (ZEH) from a totally distinct angle of view, in
relation with the Pascual Jordan’s famous “zero-energy universe
hypothesis” (ZEUH) and named this ZEH-ZEUH “fusion” as an
“extended zero-energy hypothesis” (eZEH) (see URLs
www.researchgate.net/publication/329589169
and
www.researchgate.net/publication/326785896): eZEH predicted the
existence of negative-energy photons and gravitons and the
existence of a macrocosmic Casimir effect created by black
holes (BHs) in which the high rate of energy-mass compression
inside a BH partially inhibits (by “volume loss”) the spontaneous
appearance of VPAPs inside that BH (which VPAPs need “free
volume” to can appear at the first place, as also explained in my
present article [1] by the concept of “practical radius” of any
elementary particle), thus creates (by volumic “shrink”) a huge
gradient between the inner and outer VPAPs of that BH, a gradient
which is predicted by eZEH to act as an additional compression
(Casimir-)force on that BH, accelerating its further compression.
**
Another important remark on my zero-energy hypothesis
(ZEH). Note that ZEH predicts that all EPs may be “conjugated” in
boson-fermion pairs of “mass-conjugates” (which is a new type of
physical symmetry proposed by ZEH (obviously distinct from
supersymmetry [SUSY], but analogous to it) and produced by that
balance between the strengths of electromagnetic and gravitational
fields at Planck scales) with the rest masses of all known (and
unknown!) elementary particles (EPs) being the conjugated
solutions of this simple quadratic equation which allows all neutral
EPs to have zero rest masses. Note that ZEH also predicts that
spacetime is probably granular (and very viscous!) at Planck scale
allowing

g ( = G / r )

and e ( = ke

/ r ) ratios with only discrete

values approximately in the length-interval

rmin ,5 103 rmin  . If



the quantum vacuum will ever be proved to be actually a fluid,
ZEH predicts that vacuum may be granular and very viscous at
scales close to Planck scales and that is why its movement and/or
deformations may be governed by an equation similar to that of
viscous flow, which equation (of viscous flow) is solvable by using
a Lambert W function. Furthermore, ZEH predicts two elementary
massless fermions (the here-called “Higgs-fermion” [Hf] and “Zfermion” [Zf] which can be regarded as elementary fermionic
luxons (EFLs), NOT to be confused with Weyl fermions [which
aren’t EPs but quasi-particles]) as being the “mass-conjugates” of
the Higgs and Z bosons potentially viable candidates for both dark
matter and dark energy. Being zero-rest-mass fermions, these
ZEH-predicted EFLs (Hf and Zf) are theorized to move with the
speed of light in vacuum

(

c  3 108 m / s

)

(thus possessing

only relativistic mass) and thus to have been spread by the Big
Bang in all directions of space with speed c . Mainstream physics
DOESN’T reject, in principle, the true existence of EFLs.
Any suggestion on possible experiments (that may confirm
or infirm the existence of the ZEH-predicted EFLs Hf and Zf)
would be greatly appreciated: I’ve also launched a Research
Gate double-question survey on this aspect (see URL).
It would be also interesting to (at least theoretically) know
if these Hf and Zf (EFLs) have a weak charge or not, thus if
they couple with the weak nuclear field (WNF)/participate to

the weak interaction (like all the other known fermions from
the Standard model were proved to couple with WNF) or NOT.
**
An essential difference between the color charge (cc) and
electromagnetic charge (emc). In contrast with the
electromagnetic charge (emc) (which needs a minimal rest mass for
any EP to “accommodate”/”store” that non-zero emc), the color
charge (cc) can be “stored” on both zero-rest-mass bosonic EPs
(like gluons) and non-zero-rest mass fermionic EPs (like quarks)
which suggests/indicates that cc is somehow a more
“primary”/”basic” phenomenon than emc (which appears as more
“complex”, because it implies a larger set of “conditions” for a nonzero emc to exist and manifest at the first place).
**
ZEH can be considered a very special type of
supersymmetry (SUSY) and can also “accommodate” EPs with
non-zero rest masses much smaller than the (non-zero) rest
mass of the electron neutrino. The so-called sterile neutrinos
(predicted by other theories) are thought to have non-zero rest
masses and that is why the ZEH-predicted Hf and Zf are most
probably NOT sterile neutrinos.
Although not mentioned in the article [1], ZEH can also
accommodate super-light EPs (SLEPs) (defined as neutral EPs
with finite positive non-zero and non-infinitesimal rest masses
much smaller than the estimated non-zero rest mass of the known
electron neutrino) because ZEH has a quadratic equation which
may equal zero or very-very close to zero (but a positive finite and
non-infinitesimal non-zero value).
ZEH establishes "mass-conjugation" between a boson and a
"conjugated"-fermion and that is why ZEH has some resemblance
with supersymmetry (SUSY) and can be actually considered a
very special and unexpected type of SUSY in which some
fermionic superpartners of the known bosons are actually "hidden
under our noses" right in particles table of the Standard model: see
the figures and tables of the article [1]. ZEH establishes the
following conjugations: the W boson is conjectured/hypothesized
(hyp) to be the mass-conjugate (mc) of the electron, the Z boson is
hyp to be the mc of an unknown predicted EFL (called "Z-fermion"
[Zf]), the Higgs boson is hyp to be the mc of an unknown predicted
EFL (called "Higgs-fermion" [Hf]): in contrast, each of the 3 types
of known neutrinos are proposed by ZEH to be the mass conjugates
of the other bosons (the electron neutrino is actually the fermionic
mc of the graviton, the muon neutrino is the fermionic mc of the
gluon and the tauon neutrino is the fermionic mc of the photon). In
other words (and a checkpoint conclusion), ZEH proposes a very
elegant alternative to (/subtype of) SUSY which DOESN'T need
very many additional new EPs (as the “standard” SUSY does),
BUT establishes an interesting symmetry (called here “mass
conjugation”) between many of the already known EPs, also
predicting some new additional EPs (much fewer than those
predicted by the “standard” SUSY however).
***
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